
Remarks

:

^deration of the application is requested.
Reconsi

n is 7-27 31, 33 and 35-37 are now in the application.

Claims 1-5, 7-^/,

^ • , 7 15 17 19, and 24 have been amended. Claims 35-37

Claims 7, lb, i// *

In lt« 5 on page 2 of the above-identified Office action.

claim 16 has been reacted as being indefinite under 35 n.S.C.

§ 112, second paragraph.

More specifically, the Examiner has stated that there is no

antecedent basis for "said mounting tube"

.

Claim 16 depends fro. claim 15 and claim IS has been rewritten

to depend fro. claim 7. Support for the changes to claim 15

can be found by referring to claim IS as originally filed.

. -, . t-nv^" can be found in

Antecedent basis for "said mounting tube

claim 7, as amended.

It is accordingly believed that the claims meet the

retirements of 35 U.S.C. , 112. second paragraph. Should the

Kxaminer find any further objectionable items, counsel would

appreciate a telephone call during which the matter may be

resolved. The above noted changes to the claims are provided

solely for the purpose of satisfying the retirements of 35
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any reason reXated to tfce—V regents <~ *

claim 7 has oeen rewritten in independent £o™ inciudin* ,1!

o£ the citations o£ cl.i» 1. ™- Examiner has indicated t,at

claim 7 i. aUowable. C1.1- B-14 depend £ro„ clai. 7 and are

before ailo^le. C1.1- »• » " b~
amended to depend <«. ciai™ 7 and there £ore =^ »"» ^
24 are allowable.

to olalmS 2 B and 29 as ori.inaUy presented. Support £or added

, A hv referring to claims 31 and 7. Since

claim 37 can be found by referring

t_ £a .*.„rp it is believed to

claim 37 includes the mounting tube feature,

patentable

.

» of the Office action, claims 1-5, 17-19,

in item 8 on page 3 of the urn

v^«« r-eiected as being obvious over

24, 26-27, and 31 have been reacted a

f PaT1 ( 5 867,617) under 35 U.S.C.

Kaiser (4,701,012) in view of Pan (5,86

, fllUv traverseS with regard to claims

§ 103. Applicant respectfully travers

lf 31 and the claims that depend from claim 1.

Claims 1 and 31 each define an optical module including, inter

alia , a first glass ferrule receiving a first optical
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*r,A » second glass ferrule receiving a

waveguide section, and a second gia

second optical waveguide section.

The Kxaminer has stated that Kaiser does not disclose a first

and second glass ferrules for receiving the first and second

optica! waveguide sections. The Examiner then states that Pan

teaches a glass ferrule and that it would have been obvious to

cosine Pan and Kaiser to obtain the invention defined by

claims 1 and 31.

Applicants first note that Kaiser discloses a

multiple*er/demultiplexer
in the for. of a parallelepiped, see

column 2, line 10. The lightwaves are not in a fiber.

However, for a glass ferrule to receive the waveguide sections

they need to be in the form of a fiber. Accordingly, the

plate-like waveguide sections disclosed in Kaiser cannot be

n o= fprrule There is no suggestion for the

surrounded by a glass ferrule.

• *t- is improper hindsight to assume
asserted combination and it is improp

i -n in t-he art would have used glass
that one of ordinary skill in the art wo

ferrules with the plate-like structure disclosed in Kaiser.

Second, although Pan discloses a glass ferrule 20, Pan does

not disclose couplina^iaht through the glass ferrule.

Accordingly, from Pan, one of ordinary skill in the art could

not learn to use a glass ferrule where light is coupled into
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or out of a waveguide section at an angle relative to the

optical axis of the waveguide.

-, _ nlaqs ferrule having an end
Third, Pan does not disclose a glass rerru

This feature is not disclosed or
surface that is inclined. This reatuie

suggested in Kaiser or Pan. Claims 1 and 31 each define an

optica! module including, inter alia, a first glass ferrule

x ,„rface that is inclined, and a second glass
having an end surtace cnau j-»

ferrule having an end surface that is inclined.

in item 9 on page 5 of the Office action, claims 15, 29, 32,

and 34 have been rejected as being obvious over Kaiser

(4,701,012) under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

Claim 15 depends on claim 7 and should be patentable. Claims

29, 32 and 34 have been cancelled.

In item 10 on page 6 of the Office action, claims 25 and 33

have been allowed.

In item 11 on page 6 of the Office action, claims 7-14 and 20-

23 have been objected to as being dependent upon a rejected

base claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent

form including all of the limitation, of the base claim.
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The indication of allowably is greatly appreciated. Claim 7

has been rewritten in independent form, and claims 8-14 all

depend from claim 7

.

Applicants are confused about claim 20. however, since this 1,

an independent claim.

in item 12 on page 6 of the Office action, the Examiner

indicated that claim 16 would be allowable if rewritten to

overcome the 112 rejections. Because of the change in

dependency of claim 15, the 112 rejections of claim 16 have

been overcome.

It is accordingly believed to be clear that none of the

references, whether taken alone or in any combination, either

show or suggest the features of claims 1, 7, 31. 33, and 37.

Claims 1, 7, 31, 33, and 37 are, therefore, believed to be

patentable over the art and since all of the dependent claims

are ultimately dependent on one of these claims, they are

believed to be patentable as well.

in view of the foregoing, reconsideration and allowance of

claims 1-5, 7-24, 26-27, 31. and 35-37 are solicited.

in the event the Examiner should still find any of the claims

to be unpatentable, he is respectfully requested to telephone
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counsel so that, if possible, patentable language can be

worked out

.

Petition for extension is herewith made. The extension fee

£or response within a period of one month pursuant to Section

«f <SiiO 00 in accordance with Section
1.136(a) in the amount of Sliu.uu

1.17 is enclosed herewith.

Please charge any other fees which might be due with respect

to Sections 1.16 and 1 . 17 to the Deposit Account of Lerner and

Greenberg, P. A., No. 12-1099.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark P. Weichselbaum

Reg. No. 43,248

For Applicants

MPW : cgm

March 3, 2003

Lerner and Greenberg, P. A.

Post Office Box 2480

Hollywood, FL 33022-2480

Tel: (954) 925-1100

Fax: (954) 925-1101
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Electro-Optical Module for Transmitting

and/or Receiving Optical Signals on at Least

Two Optical Data Channels

Examiner : Kevin S. Wood

Group Art Unit : 2874

VERSION WITH MARKINGS TO SHOW CHANGES MADE

In the claims:

Claim 7 (twice-amended) . [The module according to claim 1,

comprising:] An_e!ectro2^^
~~^Hng liaht of a plurality of optical data channelŝ

comprising

:

-n-r**-^ w^iide for carrying light of a plurality of

optical data channels, sai ci optical waveguide having an

^.,1 axis, said optical waveguide forming at least two

optical waveguide sections , said at least two optical
,

,

:1221i:i:1
^ actions including a first optical waveguide section

Alined end surface_and a second optical waveguide

section having an incH™d end surface;



at least one onM «al component , said optical component

^l.ct-.ed from the grr -T —^™ of a transmitting component

aiding licht that ^^^^ into said optical waveguide,

and a detecting component that receives and detects light

output from said optical waveguide;

a first glass ferrule;

a second glass ferrule; and

a mounting tube receiving said first glass ferrule, said first

optical waveguide section, said second glass ferrule, and said

second optical waveguide section;

said mounting tube axially positioning said first glass

ferrule with respect to said second glass ferrulej.

.aid inclined end surface of said first optical waveguide

.action being positioned along the opt ica] axis and adjacent

said inclined end surface of said second optical waveguide

section;

lid ^ surface of said second optical waveguide
sa:

:ion configured to perform a function selected from the
sect:

group consisting of:
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meeting light fo^ one of said plurality of BaidoEtical

H»t.a channels into_~Hd opHral waveguide when the

injected light is provided to said inclined end surface

of said second optical waveguide section at an angle

dative to t*» optical axis of said waveguide, and

Z2lri:
^a light of one o_f_ said plurality of said optical

data ^nels from «>Hd optical waveguide at an angle

relative t-n the optical axis of said waveguide;.

^id first d»«« ferrule reiving said first optical

waveg^ide_secti^^

m correspond m .aid inclined end surface of said first

22^^^ first glass, ferrule being

^^^t for the light_of the plurality^: the optical

channels; and

said second glass ferrule rev iving said second optical

waveg^oide^ectio^^

to correspond to said inclined_end surface of_sald_second

o£tical_wavegul^^

channels.
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Claim 15 (twice-amended) . [An electro-optical module for

transmitting and/or receiving light of a plurality of optical

data channels, comprising:

an optical waveguide for carrying light of a plurality of

optical data channels, said optical waveguide having an

optical axis;

at least one optical component, said optical component

selected from the group consisting of a transmitting component

providing light that is injected into said optical waveguide,

and a detecting component that receives and detects light

output from said optical waveguide; and

immersion means;

said optical waveguide forming at least two optical waveguide

sections

;

said at least two optical waveguide sections including a first

optical waveguide section having an inclined end surface and a

second optical waveguide section having an inclined end

surface

;

said inclined end surface of said first optical waveguide

section being positioned along the optical axis and adjacent
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said inclined end surface of said second optical waveguide

section;

said inclined end surface of said second optical waveguide

section configured to perform a function selected from the

group consisting of:

injecting light for one of said plurality of said optical

data channels into said optical waveguide when the

injected light is provided to said inclined end surface

of said second optical waveguide section at an angle

relative to the optical axis of said waveguide, and

outputting light of one of said plurality of said optical

data channels from said optical waveguide at an angle

relative to the optical axis of said waveguide;

said first optical waveguide section and said second optical

waveguide section defining a gap therebetween;

said immersion means filling said gap and having a matched

refractive index.]

The module according to claim 7. comprising:

immersion means;
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.aid first opHr.»l waveguide action and said second optical

waveguide section defining a gap therebetween;

..aid immersion means filling said gap and having a matched

refractive index.

Claim 17 (twice-amended) . The module according to [claim 1]

claim 7 ,
comprising:

a plurality of waveguide sections having inclined surfaces,

said plurality of said waveguide sections including said at

least two waveguide sections;

said at least one optical component including a plurality of

optical components that are each selected from the group

consisting of a transmitting component providing light that is

injected into said optical waveguide, and a detecting

component that receives and detects light output from said

optical waveguide;

said plurality of said optical components being sequentially

located;

each one of said plurality of said optical components being

associated with an inclined surface selected from the group
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isting of said inclined surfaces of said plurality of said
consisting

waveguide sections.

Claim 19 (twice-amended) . The module according to [claim 1]

clairo 7 , wherein said second optical waveguide section has an

optical axis and said optical component has an optical axis

that runs esentially perpendicular to the optical axis of said

second optical waveguide section.

Claim 24 (amended) . The module according to [claim 1] claimj.

comprising:

a coupling lens;

said optical component and said inclined end surface of said

second optical waveguide section defining a beam path

therebetween;

said coupling lens located in the beam path between said

optical component and said inclined end surface of said second

optical waveguide section.
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